The solution of inverse problems is considered taking into account the restrictions using inverse calculations. An algorithm is proposed for solving the inverse problem, taking into account restrictions while minimizing the sum of the absolute values of the changes in the arguments. The problem of determining the increments of the function arguments is presented as a linear programming problem. The algorithm includes solving the inverse problem with the help of inverse calculations while minimizing the sum of the absolute changes in the arguments, checking the correspondence of the obtained arguments to the given restrictions, adjusting the value of the argument if it goes beyond the limits of acceptable values, and changing the varied arguments to achieve the given value of the resulting indicator. The solution of two problems with the additive and mixed dependence between the arguments of the function is considered. It is shown that the solutions obtained in this case are consistent with the result of using an iterative procedure based on changing the resulting value to a small value until a given result is achieved, and the results are compared with solving problems using the MathCad mathematical package. The advantage of the algorithm is a smaller number of iterations compared to the known method, as well as the absence of the need to use coefficients of relative importance. The presented results can be used in management decision support systems.
Introduction
Tasks to be solved in the field of economics can be divided into direct and reverse in the direction of causal relationship. The direct task is establishing an investigation for well-known reasons, i. e., to calculate the result based on the available values of its values and the type of dependence between them. This allows to evaluate the current state of the investigated object, make a forecast for future periods, and study the influence of factors on the output value. An example of solving a direct problem can be the determination of the profit of an enterprise for given values of income and expenses, the determination of revenue for given values of price and quantity.
The inverse problem is to establish the causes leading to the corollary of interest, i. e., such a selection of initial values that would ensure a given value of the result. Such problems are considered incorrect [1] and have become widespread in various fields, including the economy [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] .
In [7] , an inverse computation apparatus is proposed that allows solving an inverse problem using expert information. Solving problems of this kind is relevant, because it allows to answer the question "how to do it so that ...?", determine the control actions to achieve the desired state of the economy, which is an integral function of decision support systems. The inverse computing apparatus has found practical application in various sectors of the economy [8] [9] [10] [11] .
Solving inverse problems using inverse calculations is to obtain the point values of the growth of the arguments of a function based on its given value and additional information coming from the person who forms the solution. In particular, the coefficients of the relative importance of the argument and the direction of their change (increase or decrease) can be indicated as such information.
The relationship of indicators can be represented in the form of a tree, at the first level of which the resulting indicator is located, at the second -indicators that form it. Fig. 1 shows a graphical illustration of the direct and inverse problems in the case of multiple dependence for the function of two arguments: profitability (r) is equal to the ratio of profit (p) to cost (c) [12] .
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Let's consider the solution of the inverse problem. Initial data: r=0.2, p=10 (c.u.), c=50 (c.u.). It is necessary to determine the values of profit and costs that will ensure a profitability of 0.3. Without additional information, this problem can have set of solutions. 
.n, n -the number of arguments), and α i -the coefficient of relative priority of the i-th argument. Then the solution of the problem using inverse calculations can be obtained by solving the system of equations:
where ∆x i -the increment of the i-th argument; x i -the initial value of the i-th argument; y, ∆y -the initial value and the increment of the resulting function.
So, for problem (1), let's set the values of the coefficients of relative priority of the function arguments: α 1 =0.6 and α 2 =0.4, and an increase in profit and a decrease in costs should occur.
Then the solution to the problem can be obtained as follows:
.
The values of profit and costs are equal: p=10+4.17=14.17, с=50-2.78=47.22. The binding to the expert opinion has its positive aspects: several possible solutions to the problem can be considered, the best change in indicators is indicated from the point of view of available resources, the coefficients can be set taking into account the real possibility of the direction of the change in the arguments and their interdependence. The resulting decision can subsequently be adjusted taking into account additional conditions. However, sometimes it becomes necessary to obtain a result without involving expert information. The decision obtained using the coefficients of relative priority of the arguments is subjective and based on the opinion of a specialist, the determination of which may be difficult. The tasks, the solution of which can be found Mathematical Sciences without involving expert information, in particular, include tasks of searching as close as possible to the original solution, i. e., with a minimum change in the arguments. Earlier, two methods for solving such problems were considered. The first method is considered in [13] ; the problem of determining the increments of arguments is represented as the optimization problem of quadratic programming: the sum of the squares of the increments of the arguments acts as the objective function. Using geometric constructions, a method for solving such a problem using a system of equations is determined. However, the scope of this method is limited due to the fact that the dependence function between the arguments can't always be formed. In addition, this method minimizes the sum of the squares of the changes in the arguments, while the absolute values of the arguments can be considered as easier to understand the characteristics of their changes. The sum of the absolute values of the increments of the arguments can be considered as an alternative to the Euclidean distance and suggests a decrease in the influence of large deviations.
The second method is presented in [14] and is based on the concept of a gradient vector, showing the direction of the greatest increase in the function. Therefore, moving in this direction, it is possible to achieve a given value of the function (if necessary, increase it) with a smaller change in the arguments. This method does not require the formation of a function of dependence between arguments, however, it is heuristic and in the problem under study does not guarantee an optimal solution from the point of view of the chosen criterion.
In addition, when solving problems, restrictions on the values of the arguments can be imposed. Restrictions on the values of indicators can be determined by the area of their acceptable values, the features of doing business (for example, the amount of resources used by an enterprise can't be more than the available stock), forecast values of indicators established by an expert, etc.
In [15] , an algorithm is proposed for solving the problem in the presence of restrictions, including the gradual change of the resulting indicator to a small step value and the determination of the argument values using inverse calculations using the coefficients of the relative priority of the arguments. If the values of the arguments do not satisfy the constraints, then, if possible, the deficit is filled by other resources. The algorithm ends when the objective function is equal to the specified value or all resources are exhausted.
In [16] , stochastic algorithms for solving the inverse problem under constraints were considered. In the first version, the global optimization problem is considered, in which the integral function of the degree of correspondence of the resulting value to the established one and the growth of arguments to the given importance factors acts as the objective function. An algorithm is also proposed based on the sequential change of the resulting indicator by a small amount and the choice of the argument with a probability corresponding to the priority coefficient, due to which a new value of the resulting indicator is achieved. The algorithm stops when it reaches the set value of the function or if all arguments are assigned markers, according to which their further change is impossible.
The disadvantage of the considered work is the need for multiple iterations, therefore, to solve the problem requires a lot of computing resources. In addition, in the case of stochastic algorithms, the resulting solution will be suboptimal.
The presented work is devoted to the development of an algorithm for solving the inverse problem with a minimum total absolute change in the arguments, taking into account the limitations. Unlike existing works, this algorithm will not require multiple solutions to the inverse problem with a sequential approximation of the initial value of the resulting indicator to the given one, the maximum number of iterations will be equal to the number of arguments whose values are constrained.
The aim of research is development of an algorithm for solving inverse problems while minimizing the sum of the absolute values of the arguments, taking into account the limitations that differ from the existing ones, using the approach based on the choice of variable arguments, solving the inverse problem and adjusting the values of the arguments in accordance with the restrictions.
To achieve the aim, the following objectives are set: -develop a method for solving the inverse problem while minimizing the sum of the absolute values of the arguments;
-develop an algorithm for solving the inverse problem, taking into account restrictions; -to compare the solutions obtained as a result of the implementation of the algorithm with the results of using the methods presented in the literature and the mathematical package MathCad.
Thus, the proposed algorithm is based on the use of the inverse computing apparatus proposed in [7, 15] . It is modified to solve problems without involving expert information (with a minimum amount of absolute values of the arguments), taking into account restrictions on the values of the arguments.
Solution of the problems of economic analysis, taking into account the limitations
The problem of determining a solution with a minimum sum of the absolute values of the argument changes in the presence of restrictions has the form: 1 2 ... min,
where i -the number of the argument, the value of which is constrained (i=1..m, m -the number of arguments the value of which is constrained); l i and h i -the lower and upper bounds of the interval to which the values of the i-th argument must belong.
To solve this problem, let's consider an approach that consists in solving the linear programming problem with one constraint ( f(x+∆x)=y) and then adjusting the solution in accordance with the established boundaries l i and h i .
Let's consider a solution to the linear programming problem with one restriction. Depending on the type of model and the increase in the result, the arguments of the objective function (2) will show either a positive or negative sign when the module is opened. So, for example, in the case of the additive model ( f(x)=x 1 +x 2 ), an increase in the result with a smaller amount of absolute changes in the arguments will be achieved with positive changes in the arguments.
After the module is expanded in the case of a linear constraint ( f(x+Δx)=b 1 (x 1 +Δx 1 )+ +b 2 (x 2 +Δx 2 )+…+b n (x n +Δx n )) (b -the numerical values for the arguments in the constraint) the problem (2) is a linear programming problem [17] . The classic method for solving it is the simplex method. However, with the only restriction and equality of numerical values for arguments in the objective function to unity, the problem can be solved by a simpler method. Its solution is reduced to finding an element with a large absolute numerical value b with an increase in the argument in the constraint and solving the equation for this argument [18] .
If there are several such maximum values, then when solving the problem, either a uniform change of these arguments can be performed to achieve a given value of the result, or their change in accordance with the coefficients of relative importance specified by the expert, or a change in one of the arguments chosen randomly. When implementing software systems, the equation is solved using classical methods for finding roots (for example, by the Newton method), the article discusses the analytical solutions to such problems.
If the restriction has a nonlinear form, the considered problem relates to nonlinear programming problems [19] . To convert the constraint into a linear one, Taylor series expansion can be used (the initial values of the increments are zero):
Consequently, the value of the partial derivatives at the zero point is considered as numerical values in increments of the arguments. 
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Thus, the algorithm for determining the solution of the inverse problem using inverse computation, if there are restrictions on the values of the arguments, includes the following steps.
Step 1. Solving the problem of determining the increments ∆x i of variable arguments in such a way that the sum of their absolute values is minimal: 1 2 ... min,
Change the argument values by the obtained increment value:
Step 2. Verify compliance of mutable arguments with given constraints. If all values satisfy the constraints, then the algorithm stops. If there is at least one argument that does not satisfy the restrictions, then the value of the nearest boundary is assigned to it, and such an argument is excluded from the list of mutable arguments. If the list of mutable arguments is empty, then the algorithm ends.
In the presented algorithm, in step 1, the solution of problem (4) occurs, however, minimization of the sum of the squares of the increments and the change in the increments of the arguments in accordance with the elements of the gradient vector can be considered. This algorithm will allow to find a solution to such problems in the presence of restrictions.
The results of solving inverse problems with restrictions
Let's consider the application of the described algorithm for the additive and mixed dependence between the arguments of a function. Relative priority coefficients are excluded from the tasks.
The volume of delivery Q of products to the outlet consists of the delivery volume of the first, second and third type of product:
where Q 1 , Q 2 , Q 3 -the volume of delivery of products of the first, second and third kind, respectively.
The initial values of the arguments are: Q 1 =15 kg, Q 2 =17 kg, Q 3 =20 kg. The initial value of the resulting indicator Q is 52 kg. It is necessary to determine the volume of delivery of products of the first, second and third type so that the total volume is 60 kg of products.
At the same time, the following restrictions are set for argument values:
Let's carry out the solution of the inverse problem with the help of inverse calculations under given constraints. Since the value of the resulting function needs to be increased, this can be achieved with positive gains in these arguments. The task has the form: 60;
The numerical values for ∆Q 1 , ∆Q 2 and ∆Q 3 are equal. Let's consider the case when the change in the growth of arguments occurs evenly.
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The system of equations has the form:
System solution:
Therefore,
The argument Q 2 does not satisfy the restrictions; let's assign this argument the value of the boundary 17.5 (Q 2 =17.5). The list of mutable arguments left Q 1 and Q 3 .
The solution corresponds to the obtained solution using the MathCad program (Fig. 2) . Fig. 3 shows the change in the values of the arguments during ten iterations when solving the problem using the iterative procedure presented in [15] . The result obtained corresponds to the solution in Fig. 2.   Fig. 3 
Fig. 2. Problem solution in MathCad
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. Changing argument values over ten iterations
Let's consider the mixed dependency between function arguments. Profit (M) of an enterprise is defined as the difference between income and costs [20, 21] :
where Price -the unit price of a product; Num -amount of product sold; Cu-unit cost of a product. The initial value of the profit from the sale of products of the type in question is 4,018 c.u., the unit price is 60 c.u., the quantity is 98 units, the unit cost of production is 19 c.u. It is necessary to determine the value of the price, cost and quantity in this way so that the profit is equal to 4500 c.u.
Constraints for variables: 80≤Num≤130, 50≤Price≤62. 
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The solution also coincided with the solution of problem (1) in the MathCad program. Table 1 presents the results obtained using the considered algorithm in the case of minimizing the sum of the squares of the changes in the arguments. 
Discussion of the results of the development of an algorithm for solving inverse problems with constraints
An algorithm is proposed for solving the inverse problem using inverse calculations while minimizing the sum of the absolute changes in the arguments, taking into account restrictions on the values of the arguments. The results of applying the algorithm are consistent with the solutions obtained using the mathematical package and applying the iterative procedure presented in [15] .
The advantage of the proposed algorithm is that, unlike the approaches considered in [15, 16] , it does not require multiple iterations, during which the resulting indicator is successively changed until a given value is reached. In the proposed algorithm, the number of iterations is determined by the number of arguments that do not satisfy the constraints. The algorithm, in contrast to the method proposed in [13] , which considers minimizing the sum of the squares of the arguments, does not require the formation of a function of dependence between the arguments and suggests finding a solution while minimizing the absolute deviations of the arguments (a task in such a formulation may be more understandable for a specialist).
The disadvantages of the proposed method include the need to calculate partial derivatives of the function in the case of a nonlinear dependence between the arguments of the function.
The presented algorithm does not require the use of the simplex method and can be used to solve linear programming problems of the considered type in other areas of research. The disadvantage of the proposed algorithm is the requirement that the number of constraints that include different variables should be equal to unity, which narrows the range of tasks.
The directions of further research are related to the modification of this algorithm for the case of discrete data, i. e., if there is a requirement that the arguments of the function are integer.
Conclusions
1. An algorithm is proposed for solving the inverse problem while minimizing the sum of the absolute increments of the arguments, taking into account restrictions on the values of the arguments. The application of the algorithm allows one to obtain results that are consistent with the results of using mathematical packages and an iterative method, which involves changing the resulting indicator by a small amount until the specified value is reached. Confirmation of this is given in the results of the numerical solution of two inverse problems in which the additive and mixed dependence between the arguments is considered. A feature of the algorithm is the absence of the need for multiple iterations, as well as the ability to determine a solution with a minimum total absolute change in the arguments. This is achieved by presenting the problem as a linear programming problem with one restriction. Its solution reduces to determining the maximum absolute numerical values for the arguments in the constraint and solving the inverse problem using inverse calculations.
2. The presented algorithm can be implemented in decision support systems, providing organization specialists with the opportunity to solve inverse problems using inverse calculations if there are restrictions without using expert information. The approach will allow to determine the solution to problems with a minimum total absolute change in the arguments, i. e., the one closest to the current one, and ensure the speed of such software systems.
